EDUSAVERS CHARACTER AWARD 2020

1. MOE has introduced Edusave Character Award (ECHA) since 2012 to enable schools to recognise students who demonstrate exemplary character and outstanding personal qualities through their behaviour and actions. This is part of the larger goal to foster an inclusive and stronger Singapore as we broaden the qualities and achievements to be encouraged and applauded. The award also supports schools’ continuing efforts in nurturing students of good values and character, who are active contributors and concerned citizens.

2. The KCPSS ECHA 2020 nomination is now open from 16th June 2020 to 26th June 2020.

3. Nomination can be done through
   - Hardcopies available at the school general office
   - Updated nomination forms emailed to Pandiyan_govindaraju@schools.gov.sg
   - Online forms at https://go.gov.sg/echa2020

4. Thank you for supporting this initiative and recognizing our students through your nominations.

5. Thank you.

Mr. Pandiyan Govindaraju
HOD/CCE